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A number of comments from Reviewer 2 relate to the feasibility (or otherwise) of the Fuerteventura 
carbona=tes as an economic and exploitable source of REE. In response, the authors write that ‘our work 
is part of a scien=fic research, focused on the detailed characteriza=on of the mineralogy and 
geochemistry of these par=cularly exo=c rocks, within a geological context that has received scant 
aIen=on. Our study does not, in any capacity, aim to conduct an economic assessment of these lithologies 
for the purposes of a mining project.’ 
 
However, as is, the revised manuscript s=ll contains a clear economic geology ra=onale, and is not en=rely 
framed around understanding REE in ocean island carbona=tes, as suggested by the response. For 
instance, the abstract frames the context as the EU ‘ac=vely promo=ng explora=on of REE resources’, and 
states that the paper comprises a ‘preliminary evalua=on as poten=al targets for REE explora=on’. 
Similarly, the Introduc=on talks about the how EU Cri=cal Raw Materials Act ‘aim to establish a 
comprehensive framework to ensure a secure and sustainable supply of CRMs, including REEs, in the 
coming years’. The =tle also reflects this (‘Rare earth element resources on Fuerteventura’). 
 
I would encourage the authors to update the manuscript, par=cularly the abstract and introduc=on, 
clarifying the framework in which they see their work. If the paper is about the Fuerteventura carbona=tes 
as (poten=a) REE resources then some of reviewer 2’s comments should be addressed; if it’s about 
understanding REE in ocean island carbona=tes then the abstract and introduc=on should reflect that. 
Please edit the manuscript accordingly. 
 
 
Dear editor, 
 
We kindly appreciate your comments and considera=ons. Then, we have aIempted to address them 
through a series of significant modifica=ons, par=cularly applied to the =tle, abstract, introduc=on, and 
conclusions, as well as minor adjustments in the results and discussion sec=ons. We believe these changes 
contribute to greater coherence throughout the manuscript and align with the feedback provided by the 
anonymous reviewer as you suggested. 
 
We hope this revision meets your expecta=ons, and you find our work suitable for publica=on in Solid 
Earth. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Marc Campeny 
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